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In this thesis, the gas sensing properties of porous silicon-based thin-film
optical filters are explored. The effects of surface chemistry on the adsorp-
tion and desorption of various gases are studied in detail. Special emphasis
is placed on investigating thermal carbonization as a stabilization method
for optical sensing applications. Moreover, the possibility of utilizing the
increased electrical conductivity of thermally carbonized porous silicon for
implementing a multiparametric gas sensor, which would enable simultane-
ous monitoring of electrical and optical parameters, is investigated. In ad-
dition, different porous silicon-based optical filter-structures are prepared,
and their properties in sensing applications are evaluated and compared.
First and foremost, thermal carbonization is established as a viable
method to stabilize porous silicon optical filters for chemical sensing ap-
plications. Furthermore, a multiparametric sensor, which can be used for
increasing selectivity in gas sensing, is also demonstrated. Methods to im-
prove spectral quality in multistopband mesoporous silicon rugate filters
are studied, and structural effects to gas sorption kinetics are evaluated.
Finally, the stability of thermally carbonized optical filters in basic envi-
ronments is found to be superior in comparison to other surface chemistries
currently available for porous silicon. The results presented in this thesis
are of particular interest for developing novel reliable sensing systems based
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1.1 Early Studies on Porous Silicon
The first report on porous silicon (PSi) was published in 1956. While in-
vestigating electrochemical methods for polishing germanium and silicon
wafers, Arthur and Ingeborg Uhlir discovered that under certain conditions
black, brown, or red deposits formed on anodized silicon wafers [1]. They
proposed that the deposits consisted of a silicon suboxide. The discovery
was made while attempting to measure the valence of the reaction. Sur-
prisingly, a value of 2 was recorded instead of the expected value of 4 [1, 2].
Uhlir also reported hydrogen evolution at the anode, and noted that not
only the color of the surface was different from polished wafers, but the
electrical properties had also changed [1]. Dennis Turner conducted fur-
ther experiments on electropolishing of silicon in hydrofluoric acid (HF)
solutions, and found electropolishing to occur above a critical current den-
sity. Turner also suspected that anode films, formed with lower currents,
might be porous, and proposed that the film is composed of a silicon sub-
fluoride [3]. Studies on producing similar films without applied current in
solutions composed of HF and nitric acid were carried out by Archer and
published in 1960 [4]. In 1966, Memming and Swandt proposed a dissolu-
tion mechanism for silicon electrodes in HF [5]. They also suggested that
the anode films result from a redeposition of silicon from SiF2.
However, it was not until 1971 that Watanabe and Sakai reported the
porous nature of the films formed on silicon electrodes under anodization [6].
Around the same time, Theunissen published his results on the formation
of etch pits and tunnels on n-type silicon [7, 8]. After deeming the films
porous, Watanabe and co-workers proceeded with investigations on utiliz-
ing oxidized PSi films in isolating bipolar integrated circuits [6, 9]. Further
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experiments on the formation and thermal oxidation of PSi [10–13] laid
the foundation for using the material in silicon on insulator (SOI) struc-
tures [14–18]. An example of PSi usage, in this context, is the so-called
FIPOS (Full Isolation by Porous Oxidized Silicon) concept developed by
Imai in the early 1980s [17]. The early work on PSi-based SOI structures
culminated in the development of the epitaxial layer transfer (ELTRAN)
technique [19, 20]. ELTRAN was the brainchild of Takao Yonehara, which
he developed while working for Canon Inc. In this technique, an epitaxial
layer is grown on top of PSi and the PSi layer is subsequently used as a
sacrificial layer after wafer bonding.
The optical properties of PSi were also investigated, and, in 1984, pho-
toluminescence (PL) under 4.2K temperature was reported [21]. It was
however Canham’s paper in 1990 on visible PL at room temperature that
ignited widespread interest towards PSi [22]. Around the same time Volker
Lehmann and Ulrich Gösele had independently noticed that the bandgap of
the material widens due to quantum confinement effects and proposed this
as a plausible explanation for the formation of the porous layer [23]. How-
ever, initial rejection of their manuscript, followed by an appeal process,
resulted in a delayed appearance of their paper [24]. The discovery of visible
PL was soon followed by reports on electroluminescence (EL) [25–27].
1.2 Porous Silicon in Applications
After the report on visible PL by Canham [22], a huge effort was directed
at explaining this phenomenon and utilizing PSi in optoelectronic appli-
cations [26–32]. Several review articles related to the subject have been
published [33, 34]. Despite notable improvements in EL efficiency, a num-
ber of unresolved problems resulted in a gradual decline in interest towards
the luminescent properties of PSi. For example, making good electrical
contact over the surface of a PSi layer can be problematic, and poor elec-
trical transport complicates the matter further. As a result, the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) for EL turned out to be too low for practical
applications [33, 35].
Fortunately, the beneficial optical properties of PSi were not limited
to luminescence. In 1993, G.Vincent, working for France Telecom, filed
a patent for PSi-based optical superlattices [36]. Shortly after the first
reports on Bragg reflectors [36, 37], PSi-based optical microcavities [38]
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and rugate filters [39] were also demonstrated. In addition, the utilization
of PSi in photonic applications was further extended by electrochemically
engineering two and three dimensional photonic crystals based on the ma-
terial [40–44]. Interestingly, the formation of a forbidden band is not re-
stricted to photons, but has also been observed for phonons. This can be
used for creating acoustic mirrors from PSi [45–47]. PSi has also found use
in other optical applications, such as photodetectors [48–50], and exhibits
interesting optical properties, e.g. birefringence [51–53].
A completely new research avenue opened in 1995 when Leigh Can-
ham reported on the bioactive nature of PSi [54]. Canham had discov-
ered that storing PSi chips in simulated body fluid results, under certain
conditions, in nucleation and growth of a hydroxyapatite layer [54]. De-
pending on the porosity and morphology, PSi can also be made bioinert
or biodegradable [55]. These findings resulted in an increased level of in-
terest regarding the use of the material in biomedical applications. Since
then, PSi has been used, for example, as a template for cell adhesion and
cell culture studies [56–58], and studied as a promising material for drug
delivery applications [59–61]. In drug delivery applications, drug molecules
are loaded inside the nanometer-sized pores. Among other things, the PSi-
matrix protects the drugs against enzymatic degradation, and sometimes
even against the natural immunological defence mechanisms of the human
body, while providing a convenient means for achieving targeted delivery
and biomedical imaging [60, 61]. Other examples of PSi in bioapplications
include PSi-based biosensors [62–64], the use of the material for biomolec-
ular screening [65], and as a scaffold for tissue engineering [66].
PSi can also be used as a template. The possibility of depositing poly-
mers [67, 68] and metals [69, 70] inside PSi, enables the production of a
variety of intriguing micro- and nanostructures. This has been used to cre-
ate polymer replicas of optical filters [68]. Furthermore, PSi layers with
noble metal particles have been used as substrates for surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [71–73], to name a few examples. Moreover,
it has also been shown that the inclusion of noble metal nanoparticles inside
a PSi matrix can induce catalytic activity [74, 75].
Studies regarding the use of PSi in gas sensing applications started to
appear in the 1990s [76–80]. The large internal surface of PSi, composed
of a network of nanoscale pores, promote the adsorption of gases and cause
notable changes in the electrical [76–78] and optical properties [79, 80] of
PSi. Especially, changes in the optical properties have also been utilized in
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biosensing applications [62, 64, 81]. The simplest optical detection mecha-
nisms are based on monitoring the changes in the reflectance spectrum or
PL of a PSi thin film, but preparation of elaborate optical filters for sens-
ing applications is also feasible [50, 80, 82, 83]. Due to compatibility of PSi
with standard processes used in the integrated circuit industry, the prepara-
tion of PSi-based electrical sensing elements with readout electronics on the
same chip has been proposed. This has led to the development of gas sensors
with CMOS-compatible fabrication process which have been demonstrated
by Barillaro et al. [84–86]. In the field of biosensing, PSi has found use in
the detection of DNA, proteins, and peptides [62, 87–92]. Subsequently,
the utilization of PSi-based biosensors to detect, e.g., bacteriophages [90],
bacteria [93, 94], and opiates [95] has also been demonstrated.
In addition to the aforementioned applications, PSi has numerous other
properties and a vast range of possible uses. Interestingly, the versatility of
PSi also enables combining different applications to achieve unconventional
multiparametric sensing systems.
Chapter 2
Properties of Porous Silicon
This chapter aims at giving a brief overview on the preparation and forma-
tion mechanisms of PSi produced via electrochemical anodization. In ad-
dition, other topics, such as, optical characteristics and properties related
to the surface chemistry of the material are discussed. Although it is also
possible to prepare PSi by other methods, such as stain etching [4, 96, 97],
photosynthesis [98, 99], and metal assisted etching [100–103], these methods
will not be covered here as they are not directly related to this thesis.
2.1 Preparation of Porous Silicon
Porous silicon is usually prepared by anodic dissolution of silicon wafers
in HF-based electrolyte solutions. In practice, the silicon sample is placed
inside an electrochemical cell together with a counter electrode and anodic
bias is applied. Platinum is usually preferred as a cathode material and
the electrochemical cell is composed of a material resistant to HF, such as
Teflon R⃝. Figure 2.1 depicts a commonly used design for an electrochemical
cell made for the preparation of PSi. This cell, known as the o-ring cell,
provides a reasonably homogeneous current density distribution across the
silicon working electrode. Other type of cells such as a simple immersion
cell or a more complicated double-tank cell may also be used [104–106].
In the o-ring cell design, electrical contact with the silicon electrode is
provided by placing a current collector under the sample. For example, a
copper plate can be used for this purpose. It is extremely important that the
contact between the Si electrode and current collector be ohmic to obtain
reproducible results. This can be achieved, for example, by evaporating
a metal with an appropriate Fermi energy to the backside of the silicon
17







Figure 2.1: Electrochemical cell used for the preparation of porous silicon.
PSi formation takes place in HF-based electrolytes when the Si electrode is
under anodic polarization.
sample to produce a low Schottky barrier. For highly doped wafers with
low resistivity, a simple aluminum foil back-contact is often sufficient to
guarantee proper contact [105, 106]. The electrolyte solution is composed
of aqueous HF and usually a surfactant, which is added to reduce the
surface tension of the liquid. Ethanol is commonly used for this purpose.
The surfactant allows penetration of the electrolyte inside the smaller pores
and additionally aids the removal of hydrogen bubbles which are formed
during the dissolution reaction [104, 107].
Porous silicon formation occurs at anodic overpotential when bias is ap-
plied between the two electrodes. Galvanostatic anodization is usually pre-
ferred over the potentiostatic one, as it allows better control over thickness
and porosity of the forming layer. A characteristic current voltage curve
is shown in Fig. 2.2. Above the open circuit potential (OCP), a region of
exponential growth is observed. This is the region where porous silicon
formation occurs [108]. PSi formation is accompanied by visible hydrogen
evolution, which decreases with potential. For higher potentials, a peak
in the current voltage curve is observed (Jep in Fig. 2.2) which marks the
transition to electropolishing regime. Beyond this peak, PSi is no longer
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formed and electropolishing is the main reaction occurring at the silicon
electrode. Between these two regions a transition regime exists, where the
two reaction pathways compete [109]. Anodization currents in the tran-
sition region usually result in the formation of a porous layer with large
pore dimensions. Well beyond the first peak, a second peak, related to the
transition to current oscillation regime, appears [110]. At cathodic over-
potentials, the silicon electrode is inert to dissolution and only hydrogen
formation related to reduction of water can be observed at high overpoten-
tials [105]. The exact shape and numerical values of the current voltage
characteristics depend largely on experimental conditions such as the dop-
ing type and density of the Si substrate and electrolyte composition [108].
For example, for higher HF concentrations, the first peak (Jep) in the I-V
curve shifts to higher potential values, while for lower HF concentrations
electropolishing occurs at relatively small anodization currents [109].


















Figure 2.2: Typical I-V curve for p-type porous silicon displaying regions
related to pore formation, and electropolishing. The transition region in the
middle can also be distinguished clearly. Electropolishing peak (Jep) marks
the beginning of the electropolishing region (adopted from reference [110]).
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2.1.1 Divalent and Tetravalent Dissolution
Several variants have been proposed as the main chemical reactions gov-
erning silicon dissolution in HF. Previously, it was assumed that a fluoride-
terminated silicon surface would be present in HF-based electrolytes. How-
ever, IR spectroscopy revealed the Si surface to be covered with hydride
species [111–113]. This holds independent of HF concentration of the elec-
trolyte [114]. Since the Si-F bond strength (≈ 6 eV) is much larger than
that of Si-H (≈ 3.5 eV), it is not plausible that hydrogen would replace
fluorine on the surface during anodic dissolution. Therefore, a conclusion
was made that the silicon atom must be removed from the surface upon
establishing a bond with a fluorine atom. This dissolution is attributed
to the strong polarizing effect caused by the fluorine atom, which exposes
the back-bonds of the Si surface atoms to an attack by HF or H2O leaving
behind a H-terminated surface [105, 111, 115, 116]. Furthermore, if anodic
bias is not applied, the surface is stabilized by the Si-Hx species owing to
the lack of polarization of Si-Si back-bonds [115, 116].
Lehmann and Gösele have proposed a divalent dissolution mechanism
for the formation of PSi (Fig. 2.3) [23, 105, 117]. Step 1 in Fig. 2.3 describes
the initiation of the reaction by a hole originating from bulk Si. This
results in the replacement of the hydrogen atoms on the surface by fluoride
atoms. After the establishment of a Si-F bond, the second nucleophilic
attack is accompanied by injection of an electron (step 2). The replaced
hydrogen escapes as gaseous H2, while the fluoride-terminated silicon atoms
react with HF breaking the silicon back-bonds (steps 3 and 4). After the
dissolution, the remaining silicon surface is terminated with hydrogen (step
5). Similar reaction schemes with slight differences have also been proposed
by other research groups [118–120].
As we can see from the dissolution mechanism described above, a basic
requirement for the formation of PSi is the availability of holes [116]. For
p-type silicon, positive charge carriers are supplied by the doping material,
and thus PSi formation occurs when anodization current is applied. How-
ever, for non-heavily doped n-type Si, much larger potentials are required
to initiate the dissolution reaction in the dark [121]. In this case, holes are
generated when breakdown voltage is reached [122]. The shape of the I-V
curve for n-type silicon largely depends on the lighting conditions, and holes
may also be supplied by illumination during anodization [105, 109, 122–
124]. The pore walls in PSi are depleted of charge carriers and thus the
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Figure 2.3: Reaction scheme proposed for the anodic divalent dissolution
of Si electrodes in HF [23, 105].
active reactions only occur at the pore tips [116].
For anodization currents past the electropolishing peak (Jep), the disso-
lution mechanism changes distinctly. As the anodization current values in-
crease, the diffusion of HF to the electrolyte electrode interface will become
the rate limiting factor [105]. This results in the formation of an anodic
oxide layer at the pore formation front. The high potential enables OH−
to diffuse through the oxide film and establish a Si-O-Si bridge [105, 125].
The oxide layer then dissolves in HF. The reaction responsible for elec-
tropolishing is termed tetravalent dissolution. The existence of an oxide
layer during PSi formation has also been confirmed experimentally [126].
Moreover, the electropolishing region does not occur in anhydrous organic
solutions due to the lack of water required to form the oxide layer [116].
The electropolishing reaction may be used for detaching PSi layers from the
silicon substrate to form free-standing PSi films [106]. The dissolution va-
lences for the idealized reactions presented above are 2 and 4, respectively.
Effective dissolution valences measured for PSi formation depend on the
experimental conditions and usually vary between 2 (pore formation) and
4 (electropolishing) [116]. In general, the dissolution valence increases with
current density, and decreases with growing PSi layer thickness [116, 127].
For thick films, values below 2 are observed, which can be attributed to the
slow chemical dissolution of PSi in the electrolyte solution.
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2.2 Structure and Morphology of Porous Silicon
Structure and morphology of PSi is greatly dependent on the formation pa-
rameters, such as doping type and dopant concentration of the Si substrate,
illumination conditions, electrolyte composition, temperature etc. [109, 128,
129]. Classification of different types of PSi layers is primarily done accord-
ing to pore sizes. For p-type Si, the pore diameter generally increases with
doping concentration, whereas for n-type Si, it decreases with doping con-
centration. Pore sizes also increase as the anodization potential or current
density is raised but decrease if the HF concentration of the electrolyte
is increased [109]. Pore sizes are usually divided into micro-, meso-, and
macropores according to the pore diameter. This is based on the clas-
sification of pore sizes by the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC), which is presented in table 2.1 [130]. Experimental
determination of pore sizes can be accomplished for example with nitrogen
sorption [131–133], transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) [106, 133–136], and small-angle x-ray scatter-
ing (SAXS) [137, 138]. In some cases, atomic force microscopy (AFM) can
also be useful for determining pore sizes on the surface [63]. It is important
to keep in mind that methods based on microscopic imaging only allow the
localized determination of pore sizes in the observed area [133].
Due to large variation in PSi morphology, the IUPAC classification alone
does not adequately describe the porous structure. Usually a layer of PSi is
composed of a distribution of different pore sizes, rather than pores of a cer-
tain fixed diameter. In general, the primary pores in micro- and meso-PSi
show various degrees of branching into smaller side pores [116]. The degree
of branching increases as the anodization current density in decreased lead-
ing to ”spongy” or ”fir tree”-like morphologies. Figure 2.4 presents some of
the numerous morphologies that can be produced from p-type silicon.
The type and concentration of the dopant have a large effect on the
size and morphology of the pores formed. Moderately doped p-type Si
can be used to produce PSi with small pore sizes in the range of 1-10 nm.
For highly doped p and n-type substrates pore diameters are usually in
the range of 10-100 nm. Wide range of pore diameters from micropores
to 10µm, are obtainable with n-type silicon. Illumination conditions also
have a large effect on the morphology of PSi formed on n-type substrates.
Micro- and macropores may be observed for p-type substrates with low
doping concentration. One sample can also contain two size distributions
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with a crust of micropores on top of a macroporous layer or a layer of
macropores that are partially or fully filled with micropores [109, 116, 139,
140]. Two size distributions of pores have also been observed for n-type
silicon [141, 142].
Table 2.1: Classification of pore sizes according to IUPAC
Type of pore Pore width [nm]
micro < 2
meso 2 - 50
macro > 50
In addition to pore size, porosity and the specific surface area (SSA)
are often useful parameters in characterizing the porous structure. Poros-
ity is the fraction of void in the porous layer, and it is therefore not re-
lated to the pore diameter. Porosity can be determined easily with the
gravimetric technique by measuring the weight of the sample before and
after the anodization, and finally after the porous layer has been dissolved
from the substrate [144]. Specific surface area is an important parameter
in sensing applications along with the pore diameter. Determination of
the SSA can be accomplished by employing the BET (Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller) method [145] to the adsorption isotherms of gases such as nitro-
gen [132, 146, 147]. Surface areas measured for highly doped p-type silicon
are usually in the range of 200m2/cm3, but for lightly doped samples the
SSA values can be several times larger [133, 147, 148].
The shape of individual pores can vary among different anodization
conditions. The shapes can be roughly grouped into round, square-shaped,
star-shaped, and dendritic pores [116, 149]. Triangular pores have also
been reported for macroporous silicon [140]. Pore growth is anisotropic,
i.e. the pores tend to grow toward the ⟨100⟩ crystallographic direction or
along the primary field lines [109, 150, 151]. When (100) substrate is used,
the orientation of primary pores is in the ⟨100⟩ direction independent of
anodization parameters [116]. In the case of some dendritic structures,
preferential propagation of pores along the ⟨100⟩ direction is observed even
for (110) and (111) substrates [149, 151, 152]. Branched pores may deviate
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Figure 2.4: SEM micrographs demonstrating the different pore sizes and
morphologies obtainable with p-type silicon. Plan view of macroporous sili-
con produced on lightly doped polished (a) and pre-patterned (c) (100) ori-
ented substrates. Cross-sectional view of macroporous silicon for polished
(b) and pre-patterned (d) wafers [143]. Plan view (e) and cross-section (f) of
mesoporous silicon anodized on a heavily doped p-type wafer (unpublished
results).
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to various degrees from the ⟨100⟩ direction towards the direction of holes.
It has also been reported that under certain anodization conditions pores
oriented in the ⟨113⟩ direction may form [153–156].
2.3 Formation Models
Several models have been proposed to describe the formation of PSi. How-
ever, due to the rich morphology and wide range of feature sizes present
in different types of PSi, a model that would comprehensively explain PSi
formation does not exist. Nevertheless, some models have been fairly suc-
cessful in explaining the phenomenon under certain conditions with some
limitations in the scope and validity of the respective models. A brief de-
scription of the most important models will be provided here.
The first model that provided a rather extensive explanation was pro-
posed by Beale et al. [135]. They noticed that the porous layer was highly
resistive and therefore suggested that the pore walls are depleted of carri-
ers. TEM measurements also revealed that the separation between pores
is always less than the width of the depletion layer. They postulated that
surface defects at the silicon electrolyte interface result in a high density
of surface states and consequently in the pinning of the Fermi level near
mid-gap. Since the PSi layer is depleted of carriers, the current is localized
at pore tips [134, 135]. The initiation of pores was attributed to random
inhomogeneities in the current flow at the interface [135].
Smith et al. explained the formation of PSi and the resulting morphology
based on the hypothesis that the rate of growth is limited by the diffusion
of holes from the bulk of the semiconductor to the pore tips at the forma-
tion front [110, 157]. In this diffusion limited model, the movement of holes
from the bulk toward the porous layer is described as random walk [157].
According to the model, silicon is dissolved as the holes make contact with
the pores. As a result of the random nature of hole diffusion, the holes
are more likely to make contact with pores nearest to them. Thus the
outermost tips of the pores, close to the diffusion surface, have the highest
probability of capturing the holes and growing. The hole diffusion length,
which is a function of potential and dopant concentration, essentially deter-
mines the morphology of the porous layer [157]. Computer simulations on
the morphology of PSi agree well with experimental findings under certain
experimental conditions [110, 158]. The model avoids some of the assump-
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tions made by the Beale model, such as Fermi level pinning. However,
the differences between the two models are not that significant, and actu-
ally the models are mathematically equivalent. Therefore, exactly the same
morphology simulated with the diffusion limited model could also be gener-
ated with the Beale model [110]. The diffusion limited model is too general
to account for the different current conduction mechanisms for different
types of silicon substrates, and thus can not explain all the experimentally
observed morphologies [116]. Moreover, on the basis of more recent exper-
imental results regarding hole diffusion into the Si skeleton, the random
walk approach seems rather unrealistic for describing hole accumulation to
the pore tips.
In the early 1990s, Lehmann and Gösele proposed that formation of
micropores can be explained by quantum confinement effects [23, 117]. The
band-gap energy in the PSi layer increases as the pore walls become thinner.
This leads to an energy barrier which prevents the charge carriers from
entering the pore walls. As a result, the pore walls are depleted of carriers
and the porous layer is passivated against further dissolution. Frohnhoff
et al. later expanded the model to account for the wide distribution of pores
found in PSi formed on p-type substrates [159]. The quantum model does
not provide an explanation regarding the factor that determines the pore
size.
More recent and perhaps the most comprehensive model, on the forma-
tion of different types of PSi, is the current burst model [160–164]. The
model assumes that current flow occurs by local current bursts. Current
flow induces either direct dissolution or oxide formation and dissolution
which always follows a current burst. The hydrogen termination process is
an important contributing element to the current oscillations. The problem
with this kind of unified model is that it is extremely difficult to express
in mathematical form because it needs to account for all the observed phe-
nomena [116].
2.4 Methods for Chemical Modification
As it was noted in section 2.1.1, the divalent dissolution reaction results
in a hydrogen terminated surface. Therefore, freshly prepared PSi sur-
face is covered with hydride species, which has also been confirmed ex-
perimentally [165–167]. The existence of hydrogen termination has also
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been observed in situ during fabrication [168]. Already in 1965, Beckmann
noted that the composition of PSi slowly changes in ambient air [169].
During the 1990s, it was established that these changes were caused by
oxidation of the hydrogen terminated surface, and that the oxidation has
pronounced effects on the electrical, optical, and structural properties of
the material [170, 171]. Similarly to non-porous Si surfaces [172], the rate
of oxidation for PSi is largely dependent on the storage conditions. For
example, decomposition of water upon adsorption has been observed [173],
and can be attributed to the fact that both Si-Si and Si-H bonds are able to
reduce water [106]. The slow oxidation of PSi in ambient atmospheric con-
ditions is therefore accelerated under humid environment [174–176]. Rate
of oxidation is also greatly affected by the type of the PSi layer and the
substrate [177, 178].
The atmospheric oxidation of PSi is especially problematic for many
applications. For example, the luminescent properties of PSi change as the
surface undergoes oxidation [170, 179–181]. In sensing applications gradual
oxidation leads to a baseline drift of the sensor. For instance, the high
sensitivity reported for a PSi-based biosensor [62] was later explained with
the oxidation of PSi in aqueous solutions [87]. Fortunately, many strategies
have been developed to stabilize the surface of PSi, and some of them will
be presented below.
2.4.1 Oxidation
One of the simplest and most effective ways to passivate the surface of
freshly prepared PSi is to deliberately oxidize it. Thermal oxidation has
been studied since the 1970s, when the use of PSi as an isolation material
for integrated circuits was first discovered [9, 12]. Many parameters affect
the outcome of the thermal oxidation process, such as the treatment tem-
perature and time, and also the humidity of the ambient atmosphere [106].
For example, rapid thermal oxidation for 30 s has been proven to result in
a high quality oxide surface that is stable under ambient conditions [182].
Temperature of the oxidation treatment has an effect on the type of oxide
formed [183, 184]. For p-type silicon, at temperatures around 200 ◦C the
surface hydrides are not replaced by oxygen, but the oxidation proceeds
through back-bond oxidation of the silicon atoms [166]. When the temper-
ature is raised near 250 ◦C, the surface hydrides start to convert to Si-OH
species [166, 183]. At lower temperatures (200-400 ◦C) saturation in the
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degree of oxidation is observed. The reaction that takes place at lower
treatment temperatures has a lower activation energy, and is associated to
the oxidation of the pore walls [184]. For higher temperatures (> 600 ◦C),
complete conversion to SiO2 may be observed. The time needed to com-
pletely transform the structure to silica depends on treatment temperature
and morphology of the PSi film, i.e. porosity etc. [184]. Two oxidation
reactions have also been observed for PSi formed on n-type silicon, but the
activation energies for the reactions are slightly different. This observation
was attributed to differences in the internal surface of PSi prepared on p and
n-type substrates [185]. Thermal oxidation causes structural changes in the
PSi layer [186]. For example, pore diameter and porosity usually decrease
due to volume expansion as the Si pore walls are converted to SiO2 [187], but
an expansion in the average pore diameter may also result due to annealing
effects [188]. A drastic reduction in surface area occurs for temperatures
beyond 600 ◦C [55]. As a result of oxidation, the optical refractive index of
PSi decreases, as does the optical absorption co-efficient [187].
Other oxidation methods, such as electrochemical and chemical oxida-
tion, have also been studied [189]. Electrochemical oxidation is based on
the fact that it is possible to grow oxide layers on silicon electrodes via
anodization in alkaline electrolytes or in acidic electrolytes free of HF [105].
The same method may also be applied to PSi [190–192]. The problem with
this method is that the PSi layer is usually not completely passivated be-
cause the electrical contact between the silicon electrode and the electrolyte
becomes short-circuited by the growing oxide layer at the pore tips [190].
Chemical oxidation is a simple method that can be accomplished by sub-
jecting PSi to an oxidizing agent such as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) [193],
pyridine [194], ozone (O3) [195], or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [195]. In
general, the best results in terms of oxide surface coverage, are usually
obtained by combining different oxidation methods, such as thermal and
chemical oxidation [188]. For example, high-pressure water vapor annealing
has been proved to result in a fairly stable oxide passivation [196–198].
2.4.2 Organic Derivatization Through Si-C Bonds
In the beginning of the 1990s, the stability of Si-C bonded species on single
crystalline surfaces was recognized [199, 200]. Soon after, the same idea was
applied to PSi. Some of the early approaches used aryllithium [201] and
Grignard [202] reagents for cleaving Si-Si bonds on PSi surface, and conse-
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quently attaching organic moieties to the surface through Si-C bonds [203].
The group of Jillian Buriak demonstrated successful functionalization of the
PSi surface with alkenes and alkynes with a hydrosilylation reaction [204,
205]. They presented a Lewis acid mediated approach [206, 207] and a
white-light induced, i.e. photochemical, approach [208, 209] for hydrosi-
lylation. The white-light induced reaction also enables photopatterning
on the PSi surface. At the same time, reports on thermally promoted
hydrosilylation of alkenes and alkynes also started to appear [210–212].
Thermal hydrosilylation is a simple approach where the PSi sample is cov-
ered with the reagent and simply heated under Schlenk-line conditions for
several hours. Boukherroub and co-workers also demonstrated thermal hy-
drosilylation of undecylenic acid with PSi, which resulted in a hydrophilic
surface [213]. The carboxylic acid functional group on the derivatized PSi
surface can be further transformed to a succinimidyl ester, which makes
the thermal hydrosilylation treatment a very attractive option for biosens-
ing applications [213]. In addition, the treatment efficiency in the thermal
hydrosilylation reaction is higher in comparison to a similar reaction un-
der catalytic conditions [207, 211]. Microwave-assisted hydrosilylation is
another convenient method, which has been demonstrated to increase the
reaction rate and treatment efficiency [214].
However, in all the treatments presented above, the surface is merely
decorated with the functional group and left with a partial hydrogen termi-
nation, which is due to steric hindrance caused by the organic molecules on
the surface [106, 212, 215]. Lees et al. have reported an interesting two-step
method for improving surface coverage of a functionalized PSi surface [216].
They used reductive coupling of iodomethane for electrochemically endcap-
ping most of the remaining Si-H sites on the PSi surface, which resulted in
significant improvements in stability.
2.4.3 Thermal Carbonization
Adsorption and thermal decomposition of acetylene on single-crystalline
Si surfaces has been the subject of many studies in the past [217–221].
Due to the high activation energy for desorption, the chemisorbed acety-
lene molecules undergo decomposition upon heating with subsequent H2
desorption [220]. Only a small fraction of the surface species desorb as
intact C2H2 molecules. Interestingly, this behaviour is in stark contrast to
thermal desorption of ethylene (C2H4), for which approximately 98% of
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the chemisorbed molecules desorb without decomposition [220]. When the
acetylene covered surface is heated above 660 ◦C, hydrogen atoms desorb
from the surface and carbon atoms bind to the Si surface. In addition,
carbon atoms penetrate into the Si bulk immediately after the beginning
of H2 desorption [220, 221].
The same approach can also be used for stabilizing the surface of PSi, as
demonstrated by Salonen [222–224]. This method is referred to as thermal
carbonization (TC), and it results in efficient passivation of the PSi layer.
The treatment can be divided in two sub-categories, namely thermal car-
bonization and thermal hydrocarbonization (THC). The THC treatment
takes place at temperatures below 660 ◦C thus leaving hydrogen atoms on
the surface [224]. In THCPSi, the carbon atoms do not penetrate into
the Si bulk, but instead hydrocarbon species bind on the surface. Ex-
perimental results and density functional theory (DFT) calculations show
that there are several plausible binding configurations for the hydrocarbon
species [224], and therefore the THC treatment does not result in a simple
monolayer coverage in the same way as many of the organic derivatization
techniques.
Lower temperatures used in the THC treatment also enable the use
of continuous acetylene flush during the heat-treatment, thereby increas-
ing treatment efficiency [224]. This aspect can be utilized also in the high
temperature TC treatment by performing a pre-THC treatment to improve
surface coverage and stability [225]. Unlike the CxHy-covered surface found
in THCPSi, in TCPSi, the hydrogen atoms are removed from the surface
and carbon is incorporated into the Si skeleton [223]. Additionally, the
outer surface of the TCPSi is capped with a thin oxide layer [226]. These
differences in the respective surfaces result in remarkable changes in hygro-
scopic character of the material [224, 227]. Similarly to as-anodized PSi,
the THCPSi surface remains hydrophobic, while the TCPSi surface is very
hydrophilic. The degree of affinity towards humidity can be controlled by
adjusting the preparation parameters [228].
The carbonization treatment has been shown to increase the electri-
cal conductivity of PSi films [229]. This behaviour accompanied with
the increased stability and a relatively small decrease in the specific sur-
face area, make carbonized PSi a promising material for sensing applica-
tions [222, 223]. Consequently, TCPSi humidity sensors based on monitor-
ing the electrical changes have been demonstrated [230–232]. In addition,
in a study comparing the stability of different surface treatments of PSi for
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sensing applications, TCPSi was found to be extremely stable in environ-
ments such as KOH [233]. Recently, studies regarding the functionalization
of THCPSi have also been published [234, 235]. This opens new possibilities
for utilizing the carbonization treatment in biosensing applications.
2.5 Refractive Index
In general, the refractive index (n) of a dielectric is defined by the ratio of
velocity of light in free space and velocity of light in the medium [236, 237].
Moreover, the refractive index is composed of a real and imaginary part




= n+ ik, (2.1)
where c and v are the speed of light in vacuum and in the material, re-
spectively, and n and k are the real and the imaginary part of the refrac-
tive index. The imaginary part of the refractive index k, also known as
the extinction coefficient, is related to absorption of light in the incident
medium [236]. In an absorbing medium, the intensity of incident light falls
exponentially as a function of distance travelled [238].
The refractive index can also be expressed in regard to relative permit-




However, when ferromagnetics are excluded, µr can be considered unity,
and thus we end up with an approximate relationship, where n2 = ϵr. One
should keep in mind that both the refractive index and also the relative
permittivity depend on the wavelength of light, in other words, they are
frequency dependent. Thus we can write the following expression describing
the dielectric function:
ε (ω) = (n (ω))2 , (2.3)
which is in good agreement for non-polar substances [239].
The reported refractive index values for PSi differ from those of bulk
Si [21, 50]. In addition to the real part of the refractive index, a decrease
in the absorption coefficient, as demonstrated by a shift in the absorption
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edge, is also observed [23, 240, 241]. In order to understand the effect
that porosity has on the refractive index of PSi, we need to consider the
concept of refractive index for a porous solid. We can think of PSi as a mix-
ture of silicon and voids that are filled with the ambient medium, which
is, in most cases, air. For micro- and mesoporous silicon the size of the
pores is significantly smaller than the wavelength of visible light. There-
fore, from an optical point of view, we can consider certain type of PSi as
a homogeneous mixture of silicon and air. The effective refractive index
and dielectric function of such a material can be described with so-called
effective medium theories [242, 243]. In theory, by controlling the poros-
ity, we can adjust the refractive index of PSi resulting in values between
those corresponding to refractive indices of air and silicon. In practice, the
range of obtainable values is limited by the porosity values that can be
experimentally produced [50].
Several effective medium models have been presented, with the most
prominent ones being those of Maxwell-Garnett [244], Bruggeman [245],
and Looyenga [246]. Bergman [247] has also derived a general expression












where εM is the dielectric function of the matrix material (in our case Si), p
is the porosity i.e. fraction of void, g(n, p) is a spectral function describing
the geometry of the system, and ε is the dielectric function of the embedded
material [242]. Since this expression is general, with the appropriate choice
of a spectral function, any effective medium approximation (EMA) can be
represented [242].
Effective dielectric function of PSi is most often modelled with the




εM + (d− 1)εeff
+ (1− p) ε− εeff
ε+ (d− 1)εeff
= 0, (2.5)
where d is the dimensionality of the system. In most cases, the term (d−1) is
given a value of 2. Popularity of the Bruggeman EMA is in part due to stud-
ies on amorphous silicon surfaces conducted by Aspnes et al., which revealed
that the Bruggeman model gave the best fit to experimental data [248]. As
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the effective dielectric function of PSi depends on the material embedded
in the silicon matrix, we notice that the value changes if the pores are
completely filled with a substance that has a dielectric function different
from that of air. Moreover, if the pores are only partially filled with a
substance the Bruggeman expression can be extended to account for three
components, namely Si, air, and the third substance partially filling the
pores [249].
2.5.1 Determination of Optical Constants for PSi
As we have just mentioned above, the refractive index of PSi can be cal-
culated by using the Bruggeman EMA, provided that we have a value
for the porosity. Porosity can easily be determined with the gravimetric
method [132], giving us a simple means for determining the refractive in-
dex of a PSi layer. However, the accuracy of this method is limited by
experimental error, and simplifications used in the EMAs. For more accu-
rate results, the refractive index and the extinction coefficient of a PSi layer
may be determined with ellipsometry [250, 251], or numerically from the
reflectance spectrum [252]. In the latter method, a calculated reflectance
spectrum is compared to a spectrum that has been experimentally deter-
mined for a PSi thin film. Numerical methods for optimizing the theoretical
spectrum are used, and the optical constants are obtained from the spec-
trum that gives the best fit to the experimental data [252]. The theory
needed for calculating a reflectance spectrum is explained briefly in the
following section 2.5.2.
The real part of the refractive index can also be determined simply from
the position of successive interference fringe maxima or minima observed in









where d is the thickness of the thin film, and λm and λm+1 are the wave-
length positions of the successive interference fringe maxima or minima [253].
However, the above expression is approximate and does not take absorption
and dispersion into account [21]. Therefore it is only valid in the infrared
region, where absorption and dispersion are usually negligible. It should be
noted though that, in some cases, effects related to Si crystallite size and
free carrier absorption can be significant also in the infrared region [254].
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Refractive index of PSi has also been evaluated using other methods,
such as dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy [255], and the envelope
method [256–258]. The group of Prof. Michael Sailor has used a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm for determining the optical thickness of a PSi
thin film from the reflectance spectrum [106].
2.5.2 Thin Film Reflectance
The equations needed for calculating the reflectance spectrum of a thin film
are presented below. For the sake of brevity, the main results are given here
without proof. The enthusiastic reader is encouraged to consult the books
by MacLeod [236], and Born and Wolf [237] for a rigorous treatment.
Upon contact with a smooth interface of an absorbing medium light
is either reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. Therefore for reflectance R,
transmittance T , and absorptance A it must be that:
R+ T +A = 1. (2.7)
Moreover, the reflectance for a dielectric thin film can be calculated accord-










The term η0 is the modified optical admittance of the surrounding medium,
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where δ is the phase change introduced by the layer, and η and ηs are the
optical admittances of the layer and the substrate, respectively. The phase





where d is the thickness of the layer and θ is the angle of incidence. The
optical admittance is η = Y n cos θ for s-polarized (TE) and η = Y n/ cos θ
for p-polarized (TM) light, where Y is the optical admittance in free space
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defined as Y = (ε0µ0)1/2. We can easily extend this result to account for
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where δr = 2πnrdr cos θ/λ. This result combined with equation 2.8 allows
us to calculate the reflectance for a dielectric multilayer stack.
2.6 Porous Silicon Optical Filters
Two interesting properties in particular make PSi an intriguing material for
optical filter preparation. The first one is the possibility to lower the refrac-
tive index of a PSi layer by increasing the porosity. The second interesting
property, enabling filter preparation, is the fact that temporal changes in
the anodization conditions only cause changes at the pore formation front.
In other words, modifying, for example, the anodization current, does not
affect the properties of the porous layer that has already been formed. The
reason for this peculiar behaviour is that the dissolution process requires
positive charge carriers in order to proceed, as discussed in section 2.1.1.
Therefore, as the Si skeleton in the already formed PSi-layer is depleted of
charge carriers, the layer is inert to further dissolution. As a consequence,
any temporal changes in anodization conditions only affect the porosity and
pore size of the layer forming below the already anodized layer. This en-
ables facile production of dielectric multilayer stacks, by, e.g., modulating
the anodization current as a function of time.
2.6.1 Discrete Multilayer Structures
The simplest optical filter structure is called a distributed Bragg reflector,
which consists of a periodic stack of two alternating layers, with distinct





where n and d are the refractive index and thickness of a layer, and λ0 is
the resonant wavelength. A structure corresponding to a Bragg reflector
consisting of m bi-layers, where H represents the high refractive index (nH)
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layer and L the low refractive index (nL) layer, can be expressed compactly
as:
HLHLHL...HL = (HL)m. (2.12)
The Bragg reflector displays a broad reflective band, known as a stopband,
centered at the resonant wavelength λ0. A simulated spectrum for a Bragg
reflector is shown in Fig. 2.5 (a). The first Bragg reflectors based on PSi
were demonstrated in the early 1990s [36, 37].
A Fabry-Pérot filter, also known as an optical microcavity, can be fab-
ricated easily by disrupting the periodicity of the Bragg stack by changing
the stacking order to:
HLHL...HLLH...LHLH = (HL)m/2(LH)m/2. (2.13)
The introduction of a thicker layer in the middle of the structure creates a
resonant optical cavity. This causes a sharp transmission band to appear in
the middle of the reflective stopband (Fig. 2.5 (b)). Optical microcavities
based on PSi have also been demonstrated by several groups [38, 129, 259,
260]. Optical microcavities also enable the production of several narrow
transmission bands into the reflective stopband. This can be done either
by fabricating a thick cavity layer that has several resonant modes inside
the stopband, or by splitting the cavity mode by preparing coupled cavity
layers [261]. More complex aperiodic structures, such as Fibonacci and
Thue-Morse type multilayers, may also be created from PSi [262–265]. The
layer ordering in these dielectric thin film assemblies is generated with a
corresponding deterministic rule.
2.6.2 Rugate Filters
The interference filters described in the previous section were based on
stacking discrete dielectric layers on top of each other. However, it is also
possible to induce similar interference effects by allowing the refractive in-
dex of a layer to vary continuously as a function of layer thickness in a
periodic manner. Such periodic inhomogeneous layers are sometimes re-
ferred to as rugate filters [266, 267]. In order to produce a rugate filter
with a stopband centered at λ0, the following refractive index profile can




























Figure 2.5: Reflectance spectra for a Bragg reflector (a) and a Fabry-Pérot
microcavity (b) simulated with the transfer matrix method. The spectra
were simulated with nH = 2.3, nL = 1.7 and λ0 = 550 nm. The stacking
order was according to equations 2.12 and 2.13, where m = 10. Dispersion
and absorption were not taken into account.
be applied:









where z is the distance perpendicular to the filter surface, na is the average
refractive index (na =
1
2(nH + nL)), and nH and nL are the maximum and
minimum values for the refractive index variation [268, 269]. This type
of a refractive index profile is easy to approximate with PSi by modulat-
ing the anodization current sinusoidally. Moreover, it is also possible to
take into account the slight variations in the layer formation speed for dif-
ferent current densities in order to get a true sinusoidal refractive index
variation [270].
A distributed Bragg reflector will display higher order harmonics in
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the reflectance spectrum. A rugate filter, produced with the sinusoidal
refractive index variation presented above, is also expected to have higher
order peaks with a smaller amplitude. The high-order harmonics can be














First rugate filters based on PSi were demonstrated by Berger et al. in
1997 [39]. Filters displaying multiple stopbands may also be accomplished
easily by using a refractive index profile consisting of several sinusoidal
waves in superposition [266]. These type of rugates have also been prepared
from PSi by several research groups [39, 269, 271]. Another way for achiev-
ing multiple reflective bands is by placing filters in series, i.e. by stacking
them on top of each other [65, 266]. Rugate filters also allow for other inter-
esting techniques such as sidelobe suppression which can be accomplished
with the use of apodization functions [272, 273] or by including refractive
index matching layers at filter interfaces [274]. These techniques have also
been successfully implemented in PSi-based rugate filters [39, 253, 269, 275].
2.7 Porous Silicon in Sensing Applications
The large internal surface area, adjustable pore size distribution, and com-
patibility with existing silicon-based technologies make PSi an extremely
versatile material for a myriad of environmental and chemical sensing ap-
plications. In recent years, PSi has found use in such rapidly developing
fields as biosensing [64, 276], but here we will mainly focus on gas sensing
applications [277].
Gas sensing with PSi is based on adsorption. Adsorption, in general, can
be divided to physisorption and chemisorption. In most cases, chemisorp-
tion is not desired since it leads to irreversible changes and can only be
utilized in disposable sensors where regeneration of the sensing capabilities
might be difficult or impossible to achieve. For a mesoporous material,
capillary condensation also needs to be taken into account. Capillary con-
densation is described by the Kelvin equation, which for cylindrical pores
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where rK is the Kelvin radius, γ is the surface tension of the liquid, Vm
the molar volume of the adsorbate, θ is the contact angle between the solid
and condensed phase, R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature,
and p and p0 are the vapor pressure and saturated vapor pressure, respec-
tively [278]. For a certain value of pressure, gas will condensate inside all
pores with a radius smaller than or equal to the radius given by the Kelvin
equation. In most cases, the cosine term related to the contact angle θ is
given a value of 1.
Adsorption of vapors inside the porous layer changes the electrical and
optical properties of PSi. This enables us to detect variations in the compo-
sition of the ambient atmosphere by monitoring the changes in the electrical
or optical characteristics. There are several ways to achieve this, and some
of these detection schemes will be reviewed here.
2.7.1 Electrical Sensing
Fabrication of electrical contacts is a prerequisite for measuring the elec-
trical characteristics of a PSi layer. Different electrode configurations have
been used for PSi and the electrode placement and geometry also have an
impact on the sensitivity and reproducibility of the measurement. Simple
parallel electrodes are often used, but sensitivity may be increased by using
a more complicated interdigitated electrode design. The electrodes are of-
ten patterned on top of the PSi surface [230, 279], but other configurations
may also be used. Other designs include a sensor where one electrode is on
the surface and the second one is on the bottom of the Si substrate [77], and
a sensor that has two electrodes on the bottom of the substrate [280]. It is
also possible to use a three terminal configuration, where two electrodes are
located on the top-surface and one is at the bottom of the substrate [281].
The APSFET (adsorption porous silicon-based field effect transistor) con-
cept developed by Barillaro and co-workers is interesting because in this
design there is no need to fabricate electrodes after the formation of the
PSi layer [282]. The APSFET has been used, for example, to detect ppb
levels of NO2 [283]. In addition, humidity sensing and detection of a va-
riety of different organic species has been demonstrated with PSi-based
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sensors [277].
Electrical sensors are usually based on monitoring the changes in capac-
itance or resistance. The adsorption of gases causes changes in the effective
dielectric constant and the conductivity of the PSi layer. The APSFET
sensor has a slightly differing operational principle, since it only measures
the conductivity of the Si channel below the PSi layer [282]. In the con-
ventional designs, where electrodes are patterned on top of the PSi surface,
current may travel mainly through the Si substrate, instead of the PSi layer,
due to the lower conductivity of PSi. This naturally lowers the sensitivity
of the PSi sensor. However, the sensitivity may be considerably increased
by electrically isolating the PSi layer from the substrate [232]. This can be
achieved by fabricating an oxidized PSi layer beneath the sensing layer [232].
As a result of capillary condensation, described by the Kelvin equation
(2.16), the adsorption and desorption kinetics for mesoporous materials
differ from each other. This causes hysteresis, which is clearly observed in
PSi based sensors. Fortunately, several methods for hysteresis reduction
have been developed [284]. Increasing the average pore size by means of
annealing is an effective method. Furthermore, the operating temperature
of the sensor may also be increased with an integrated heater, in order to
assist the out-diffusion of gases. However, both of these methods result
in reduced sensitivity [284]. Moreover, surface chemistry also affects the
hysteresis behaviour, mainly by increasing or decreasing the affinity of an
adsorbate towards the surface [106].
2.7.2 Optical Sensing
In the early 1990s, Prof. Sailor’s group discovered that the photolumines-
cence of PSi is quenched in the presence of vapors [285, 286]. This has
enabled using the PL properties of PSi in sensing applications [83]. How-
ever, PSi-based passive optical elements are utilized in sensing applications
more frequently than PL. In 1996, Bjorklund and co-workers reported on
color changes in PSi thin films upon exposure to vapors of organic sol-
vents [79]. An important finding was that the effective refractive index
of the layer changes reversibly during the adsorption of vapors inside the
porous layer [79]. They followed up on the research and used ellipsometry
for detection of water, ethanol, and acetone vapors [287]. In 1999, Paul
Snow et al. demonstrated that the change in the effective refractive index
upon vapor adsorption translates into a redshift of the reflectance spec-
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trum of a PSi-based interference filter [80]. Since then, similar structures,
such as optical microcavities, have been used in different sensing applica-
tions [89, 93, 288, 289]. Recently, other approaches to optical sensing have
been proposed, e.g., the utilization of PSi-based waveguides [91, 92, 290].
Optical detection systems have one distinct advantage over the electrical
sensors, namely optical sensors enable remote reading. Moreover, no wiring,
control electronics, or power source for sensors are necessary. An interest-
ing application utilizing this aspect has been demonstrated by King and
co-workers [291]. They attached free-standing PSi rugate filters to the tip
of an optical fibre, and used it for monitoring vapor breakthrough in an acti-
vated carbon filtration cartridge used in respirators [291, 292]. Another in-
teresting aspect of sensors based on PSi interference filters is the possibility
to fabricate stacked structures with differing surface chemistries [293, 294].
These stacked filter structures have been used for removing the effect of hu-
midity to achieve repeatable signals to analyte exposure under atmospheres
with varying levels of humidity [294].
2.7.3 Multiparametric Sensing
Even though sensitive detection of several gases has been demonstrated with
PSi-based electrical and optical sensors, selectivity, i.e., the ability to dis-
criminate between adsorbing gases, is a problem that has mostly remained
unanswered. It has been shown that surface chemistry has a distinct effect
on the affinity of adsorbate molecules towards the PSi surface [292], and
that differing surface chemistries can be utilized to rule out fluctuations in
the atmospheric composition caused by, e.g., changes in humidity [294]. In-
ternally referenced sensors can also be prepared by infiltrating polystyrene
inside the PSi matrix [295], which is a simple method for increasing se-
lectivity. Another approach for obtaining selectivity, is to use a surface
termination that reacts with certain gases in an irreversible fashion. For
example, monitoring the corrosion of as-anodized and oxidized PSi surfaces
caused by HF or Cl2 [295, 296] gases has been shown to be a feasible method
for achieving highly selective single-use sensors. However, sensing schemes
utilizing irreversible reactions are restricted to specific gases, and are thus
difficult to generalize.
As we have discussed above, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to
selectively detect a certain analyte vapor using only a single detection pa-
rameter. Multiparametric detection has been proposed as a simple method
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for increasing the ability of a sensor to differentiate between a variety of
vapors. In addition to sensitivity, this provides a way to rule out false posi-
tives, which increases the detection capability of the sensor. Results on the
first multiparametric sensors based on PSi were published in 2000 [297, 298].
For instance, simultaneously monitoring thin film reflectance and PL en-
abled Létant et al. to discriminate among a large number of vapors, with
the results being comparable to the performance of a commercial electronic
nose [297]. The group of Lorenzo Pavesi has used PSi optical microcavities
and by monitoring electrical current and PL, they showed that it is possi-
ble to differentiate between NO2 and humidity [299]. The sensitivity was
further improved by using an array type configuration [281]. A PSi-based
sensor array, utilizing exclusively reflectance measurements, has also been
demonstrated [300]. An interesting method, which has also been proven
quite sensitive, is a technique where the color-difference of an image taken
from the surface of PSi optical reflector is monitored upon vapor expo-
sure [301]. By comparing the change in the color of individual pixels of
the entire image, the authors were able to detect 140 ppm concentration of
ethanol vapor [301].
Although many different multiparametric sensing systems have already
been demonstrated, there are still a lot of possibilities for combining dif-
ferent sensing methods to increase the selectivity of sensor designs. The
versatility of PSi enables the tailoring of many properties such as pore size
and surface chemistry to accommodate different sensing scenarios. In ad-
dition, PSi can be used as a reductive template for metal salts, which can
also be utilized in sensing. For example, Pd modified PSi has been used as
a hydrogen sensor [302–304].
Chapter 3
Aims of the Study
In previous studies, thermal carbonization has been established as an effec-
tive method for stabilizing the reactive surface of PSi and also as a suitable
surface treatment method for sensing applications. The main purpose of
this study was to investigate the effectiveness and feasibility of the TC
treatment in stabilizing PSi optical filters for sensing applications. In addi-
tion to studying the effects of the TC treatment on the optical properties of
PSi, a secondary objective was to confirm if the favourable electrical prop-
erties of TCPSi, namely increased electrical conductivity, could be used to
produce a stable multiparametric sensor.
In effort to finding answers to the unresolved questions presented above,
new ones were created. Some of these new questions were also actively
pursued. First of all, the effects of more complicated filter structures to the
gas sensing properties were explored, in detail. The purpose was to find all-
optical methods for increasing selectivity in PSi-based gas sensors. To that
end, methods for preparing rugate filters displaying multiple stopbands were
studied. Another motivating factor for that particular study was the desire
to determine what kind of an effect would sidelobe suppression methods
have on the adsorption and desorption behaviour of gases into mesoporous
Si rugate filters, and secondly whether or not it would be possible to improve
spectral quality without compromising sensitivity.
The final aim of the study was to conduct a detailed comparison on the
differences in stability and sensitivity of various chemically modified PSi
optical filters under amine exposure. The main intention was to exploit the
exceptional stability of carbonized PSi and try to create stable optical filters
with a functional group attached to the surface. In this case, undecylenic
acid functionalization was used and a comparison between as-anodized and
thermally hydrocarbonized porous silicon was conducted. Stable and func-
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tionalized PSi surfaces are of great interest for developing reliable biosen-
sors, and the carboxyl group in undecylenic acid enables further biofunc-




Measuring the reflection of light from a specimen is a simple method which
can be used to gather information regarding the properties of the sample.
The most general definition for reflectance ρ is as the ratio of the reflected










In actual experiments, the spectral reflectance factor R is usually measured,
which is the ratio of spectral flux reflected from a sample to the spectral flux
which would be reflected by a perfect diffuse (lambertian) reflector [305].
This measurement can be done with a light source, a detector, and an
optical fibre.
In papers I, II, and III reflectance spectra were measured with a simple
photodetector and the wavelength of light was controlled with a monochro-
mator. In papers IV and V a spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics, HR4000CG-
UV-NIR) was used for recording the reflectance spectra. The measurements
in the first three papers were mainly conducted in the infrared region and
a xenon short arc lamp was used as a light source. In the last two papers,
visible range measurements were made with a tungsten halogen lamp.
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4.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a dynamic instrumental
technique that can be applied to an enormous variety of samples. The
FTIR method is based on absorption of infrared radiation by a chemical
bond when the resonant frequency of the bond equals the frequency of the
incident radiation. Chemical bonds may have several vibrational modes and
the FTIR enables qualitative and quantitative analysis for specimen in gas,
liquid, or solid phase. The interaction between the infrared radiation and
the sample, in the form of absorbance A, is described by the Beer-Lambert




= − log10 T = ϵlc, (4.3)
where T is transmittance, ϵ is the absorptivity, l is the path length, and
c is the concentration of the sample [306]. Deviations from the linear re-
lationship can be caused by the effect of stray radiation, insufficient res-
olution, and chemical effects. The principal factor leading to deviations
from Beer-Lambert law in FTIR spectrometers is the effect of insufficient
resolution [306].
FTIR measurements were used throughout this thesis for determining
vapor concentrations by using the ideal gas law. Measurements were done
with a Spectrum BX (Perkin Elmer) FTIR spectrometer in papers I-III,
and with a FT/IR-460 Plus (Jasco) spectrometer in papers IV and V. In
addition, the chemical composition of thermally oxidized PSi was confirmed
with FTIR measurements in paper IV.
4.3 Nitrogen Sorption
Nitrogen adsorption at a temperature of -196◦C can be used for determin-
ing surface area and pore size distribution of a mesoporous material [307].
The determinations are based on the BET (Brunnauer-Emmett-Teller) and
BJH (Barret-Joyner-Halenda) theories [145, 308], which enable the deter-
mination of surface area and pore size distribution from sorption isotherms
measured with the nitrogen sorption apparatus. Usually the desorption
branch of the isotherm is preferred when determining pore size distribu-
tion.
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Nitrogen sorption measurements were used in paper III for determining
the surface area and pore size distributions for different samples. The
measurements were done with the TriStar 3000 (Micromeritics).
4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a commonly used instrument
which enables the observation of organic and inorganic materials on a
nanometer to micrometer scale. In addition to high spatial resolution, the
SEM provides a depth of field large enough for obtaining three-dimensional-
like images. For these reasons the SEM is an invaluable tool for obtaining
information about surface topography. The working principle of the SEM is
based on the detection of signals that result from scanning the sample with
a high-energy beam of electrons. An electron gun is used to create the elec-
tron beam which is then focused with electron lenses. Scan coils are used
for sweeping the beam across the surface of a sample in a raster-pattern.
An electron detector, such as the Everhart-Thornley detector [309], is used
for obtaining a signal from secondary electrons and/or backscattered elec-
trons. This signal is used for creating an image of the sample. Other type of
signals such as characteristic X-rays may also be recorded with appropriate
detectors. A detailed description regarding the principles and operation of
the SEM can be found, for example, from a book written by Goldstein et al.
[310].
In this work, scanning electron microscopy was used in papers IV and
V for obtaining cross-sectional micrographs of PSi optical filters. The mea-
surements were done for carefully cleaved samples by using a JEOL JSM-
6500FE or a Carl Zeiss STM Ultra 55 FE-SEM for secondary electron imag-
ing. The images gave information regarding the depth of the porous layers.
Additionally, sample quality could also be roughly assessed by inspecting
the homogeneity of the porous layers.
4.5 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
In X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), low-energy electrons are liber-
ated from the sample as a result of the photoemission process [311, 312].
An electron spectrometer consists of a source of primary radiation (soft
X-rays), and an electron energy analyzer, both contained within a vacuum
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chamber. Electrons ejected from a core level, by an X-ray photon of energy
hν, are observed. The experimental quantity measured by the spectrometer
is the kinetic energy, EK. The binding energies, EB, of ejected electrons
are related to the kinetic energy as follows:
EB = hν − EK −W, (4.4)
where W is the spectrometer work function [311]. Since all the parameters
on the right-hand side are known, we can determine the binding energies
for ejected electrons.
XPS measurements were used in paper V for monitoring the changes
in chemical composition and chemical binding states of the PSi samples as
they were exposed to highly oxidizing amine vapors. A JEOL JPS-9010MC
X-ray photoelectron spectrometer was used with an AlKα line as the X-ray
source.
4.6 Other Methods
Gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) was used for determining methyl- and
trimethylamine vapor concentrations in paper V. CLG analysis was per-
formed on a Shimadzu GC-14B instrument equipped with a flame ionization
detector and a CP-Volamine capillary column (Agilent, 30m × 0.32mm).
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion on
Papers
In the following chapter, a summary of the most important results gath-
ered from the original papers is presented. Some unpublished data is also
included. The purpose of this chapter is to present the core results of the
thesis in a clear and concise manner.
5.1 Paper I
In paper I, the use of thermal carbonization (TC) as a method for stabilizing
porous silicon optical filters was studied. In comparison to many oxidation
treatments, which have been applied to passivation of PSi-based optical
filters in the past, the TC treatment does not lead to a large decrease in
the specific surface area of PSi. Therefore, TC is a promising method for
stabilizing PSi structures for sensing applications. In this study, TC was
found to decrease the optical refractive index of porous silicon (Fig. 5.1).
As a result, the shape of the reflectance spectrum measured for carbonized
Bragg reflectors was slightly changed, but the changes were quite negligible.
Long-term stability was evaluated by storing the samples in ethanol
for a period of six months. The resulting changes in the reflective peak
position were evaluated periodically by measuring the reflectance spectra.
Changes in the peak position as a function of storage time are presented
in Fig. 5.2. For the as-anodized sample, a clear blueshift is observed which
indicates that the sample is heavily oxidized. The changes measured for
the carbonized and the hydrocarbonized sample were small. Fluctuation in
the peak position, are attributed to changes in the measurement position of
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the spectrum on the sample surface. These experiments confirm that both
carbonization treatments protect the PSi filters against oxidation thus pre-
serving the optical performance and enabling long-term sensing scenarios.
Some preliminary results on sensing vapors of organic compounds were also
reported, which showed that the gas sensing properties of carbonized PSi
are different from as-anodized PSi.




























Figure 5.1: Porous silicon refractive index determined for as-anodized and
thermally carbonized porous silicon thin films prepared with 10mA/cm2
and 150mA/cm2 anodization currents densities.
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Figure 5.2: Relative change of the reflective peak position presented as
a function of storage time in ethanol. The as-anodized sample shows a
prominent blueshift, which indicates that the effective refractive index of
the porous structure is decreased as a result of oxidation. The carbonized
reflectors display only slight fluctuatuation, which is mostly due to differ-
ences in the measurement spot on sample surface.
5.2 Paper II
Following up on the results presented in paper I, paper II focuses on analysing
the gas sensing properties of hydrocarbonized Bragg reflectors in detail.
This was done by studying the adsorption and desorption behaviour of six
organic compounds.
All studied gases produced a clear redshift of the reflectance spectrum.
An example of this can be seen from the reflectance spectra measured un-
der increasing concentrations of hexane (Fig. 5.3). The redshift increased
linearly as a function of gas concentration for most studied gases. How-
ever, hexane vapor displayed non-linear behaviour (Fig. 5.4). This might
be related to capillary condensation, which depends on the saturated va-
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por pressure of the studied gas, the pore size distribution of the PSi-based
reflector, and chemical properties of the surface.



















Figure 5.3: Reflectance spectra measured for a thermally hydrocarbonized
PSi Bragg reflector, when exposed to varying concentrations of hexane va-
por.

















Figure 5.4: Redshift values, measured under hexane vapor exposure, exhibit
non-linear behaviour as a function of vapor concentration.
In addition to the observed redshift, it was discovered that vapor ex-
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posure also resulted in changes in the shape of the reflectance spectrum.
The changes were analyzed by measuring the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) values of the stopband. Exposure to acetone vapor resulted in a
clear increase in the observed FWHM value. The increase was obvious even
after the FWHM values were normalized to rule out the stopband-widening
effect related to the redshift. In contrast, a decrease in the width of the
stopband was observed in the case of methylamine and decane. We also
demonstrated that this phenomenon can be used to differentiate between
vapors that produce equally large redshifts, by comparing the redshift and
FWHM values measured for different concentrations of acetone and methy-
lamine vapors.
Finally, time-resolved measurements were performed in order to study
sorption kinetics of the studied vapors. Measurements were conducted by
setting the detection wavelength to a fixed value that corresponded to a
spectral position on the right-hand side of the steep slope of the stopband.
As a consequence, the adsorption-induced redshift resulted in an increase in
reflected light intensity. An example for acetone vapor is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The response times for the studied vapors were fast, with slight variations
among different compounds. Also, the signal did not display baseline drift
indicating that the reflectors were chemically stable.
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Figure 5.5: Photodiode output voltage at λ = 1520 nm as a function of time.
Rapid response to acetone vapor is observed at t = 20 s, when acetone is
introduced to the sensing chamber. Recovery from acetone exposure under
nitrogen flow is also fast.
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5.3 Paper III
In paper III, the possibility for using both electrical and optical signals from
a THCPSi and a TCPSi sensor to increase the sensors ability to differenti-
ate among different gases was explored. In previous studies, the electrical
properties of TCPSi have been found favourable for preparing capacitive
humidity and gas sensors [230–232, 313]. We also wanted to know if the
electrical detection would have an effect on the optical signal from a PSi
interference filter.
The practical implementation was carried out by preparing large-area
rugate layers, which were thermally carbonized at 500 ◦C or 700 ◦C. Gold
electrodes were sputtered on the top surface and copper wires were at-
tached to the electrodes to enable acquisition of an electrical signal from
the porous layer. The carbonization and hydrocarbonization treatments
not only resulted in differences by imparting hydrophobic or hydrophilic
character to the surface, but also, a change in the pore diameter and spe-
cific surface area was observed. The differences are illustrated in Figure 5.6,
where the pore size distributions, calculated with the BJH method from ni-
trogen desorption curves, are shown for two free-standing films treated with



























Figure 5.6: Pore size distribution determined for free-standing PSi mem-
branes produced with anodization current density of 10mA/cm2. Thermal
carbonization at 700 ◦C enlarges the pores in comparison to treatment at
500 ◦C.
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Proof of concept was showed by demonstrating that both the hydrophilic
sensor (treated at 700 ◦C) and the hydrophobic sensor (treated at 500 ◦C)
allowed the simultaneous detection of capacitance and reflectance, produc-
ing characteristic traces when subjected to varying amounts of dimethyl-
formamide, ethanol, and relative humidity. The hydrophobic sensor did not
produce a signal large and clear enough for detection of humidity changes,
which was expected. The hydrophilic sensor gave clearly distinguishable
signals for all three vapors. The electro-optical response as a function of
relative pressure is shown in Fig.5.7, for both sensor types.









































Figure 5.7: Optical and electrical response curves determined as a function
of relative vapor pressure for the hydrophilic (a) and hydrophobic (b) sen-
sor. The three-dimensional migration curves for dimethylformamide and
ethanol are distinctive, thus enabling differentiation between the two ad-
sorbates. In addition, an original trace related to an increase in relative
humidity can be produced with the hydrophilic sensor.
With regards to sensitivity, our studies revealed that the optical perfor-
mance of the rugate filter was not affected by the addition of gold electrodes
on the surface. This was expected, since the electrodes only occupy a small
area of the total surface, and because the optical measurement takes place
in a position that is slightly removed from the electrodes. However, the
electrical performance, i.e. the capacitive response, was far from optimal.
This was observed when the results were compared to an optimized TCPSi
capacitive-type humidity sensor [232]. The lowered electrical performance
is probably related to the porosity modulation of the rugate filter. It is
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well-known that the resistance of a PSi layer increases as a function of
porosity, so this phenomenon undoubtedly has an effect on the electrical
sensing characteristics.
5.4 Paper IV
The purpose of paper IV was to thoroughly examine the preparation of ru-
gate filters that display multiple stopbands. In particular, focus was placed
on investigating the effects that structural differences have on gas adsorp-
tion. Sidelobe suppression methods for improving spectral quality were
also employed, and the observed effects, relevant to gas sensing applica-
tions, were demonstrated. One of the motivating factors for this study was
to explore fully optical methods for increasing differentiation capabilities of
the PSi sensor elements. This approach was chosen due to the observations
presented in paper III, where the capacitive-signal for the electro-optical
sensor displayed lowered sensitivity in comparison to a purely electrical
sensor.
Preparation of dual-peak filters was accomplished by placing two si-
nusoidal anodization current profiles in series or in superposition. We
confirmed that both methods resulted in structures displaying reflectance
peaks at indentical wavelengths. However, when placing optical filters in
series, the order in which the single-line filters were stacked on top of each
other proved out to be extremely important. We noticed that single-line
filters displaying a peak in a wavelength region that exhibits high opti-
cal absorption should be placed on top in order to insure the appearance
of the corresponding peak in the reflectance spectrum. In the superim-
posed filter structure, this limitation does not obviously exist. Another
difference between the two preparation methods was the appearance of in-
terference fringes on top of stopbands originating from lower filter layers
in the stacked filter-configuration. This phenomenon was attributed to the
interfaces between the individual filter layers, and the resulting interfer-
ence effects. Figure 5.8 presents a cross-sectional SEM micrograph of two
stacked rugate filters, with the interface between the filters clearly visible.
Interference fringes, also referred to as sidelobes, result from interference
of light between the air-PSi and the PSi-substrate interfaces. An additional
interface is formed when two single-line filters are prepared on top of each
other. The effectiveness of refractive index matching as a method for side-
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Figure 5.8: Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of stacked porous silicon ru-
gate filters prepared on a silicon substrate. The filter on top displays a
reflectance peak around 500 nm. The interface between the layers causes
interference effects, which result in the appearance of fringes in the re-
flectance spectrum on the reflectance peak originating from the lower layer.
lobe suppression was examined for multipeak filters. Figure 5.9 displays the
effect of index mathing layers on the reflectance spectrum of a dual-peak
rugate filter composed by stacking two single-line filters. The addition of
index matching layers has a pronounced effect on the intensity of the side-
lobes, and the interference fringes on top of the second reflective peak are
also greatly reduced. Gaussian apodization was also studied for reducing
sidelobe intensity (Fig. 5.10). Based on our observations, Gaussian apodiza-
tion was not effective in suppressing the sidelobes in a wavelength region
where optical a sorption and dispersion were prominent.
Sensitivity and recovery for different filter configurations proved to be
variant under ethanol exposure. The superimposed structures exhibited
faster recovery, which was attributed to a smaller overall thickness of the
b
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porous filter. On the other hand, the stacked structures were slightly more
sensitive. The sensitivity can be explained by the slightly smaller pore
diameters. The addition of refractive index matching layers in order to
reduce sidelobes did not have an adverse effect on the sensing capabilities
of the studied filter structures. Therefore, it proved to be an effective
method for improving spectral quality of stacked multipeak filters without



















Figure 5.9: Effect of quintic refractive index matching layers for a stacked
filter design is demonstrated by preparing otherwise identical dual-peak
filters, with (lower spectrum) and without (upper spectrum) matching lay-
ers. The inset displays the anodization current density profile with quintic
refractive index mathing included. The addition of index matching layers
visibly improves the spectral quality of the second stopband located around
700 nm.



















Figure 5.10: Effects of Gaussian apodization in a wavelength region where
optical absorption and dispersion are not negligible. Rugate filters pro-
duced with anodization current profiles corresponding to a sinusoidal cur-
rent (a), sinusoidal current with Gaussian apodization (b), and sinusoidal
current with Gaussian apodization and quintic refractive index matching
(c).
5.5 Paper V
PaperV concentrated on finding the differences in stability and sensitiv-
ity of PSi optical microcavities with different surface modifications, when
subjected to highly oxidizing methyl- and trimethylamine vapors. Also,
the possibility of forming a microcavity between two rugate filters was in-
vestigated. In addition to reflectance measurements, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was used in assessing the degree of oxidation after the
sensing experiments.
Along with the TC and THC treatments, thermal hydrosilylation of un-
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decylenic acid with PSi (UnPSi) and undecylenic acid functionalized THC
(UnTHC) were also studied as potential methods for chemically passivating
the PSi surface. Successful carboxylic acid functionalization of the UnPSi
and UnTHC microcavities was confirmed with XPS (Fig. 5.11). The effect
of the UnPSi and UnTHC treatments to the reflectance spectra of PSi op-
tical microcavities was also studied (Fig. 5.12). A redshift was observed
for both treatments which corresponds to undecylenic acid binding on the
inner surface of PSi. Moreover, for UnTHCPSi, an initial blueshift related
to the hydrocarbonization treatment was observed, which was followed by
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Figure 5.11: C 1s core level spectra for UnPSi and UnTHCPSi optical mi-
crocavities. The small feature at 289.5 eV is assigned to the carboxylic
functional group.
The surface chemistry had a large effect on the sensitivity of the PSi
optical microcavities towards methylamine, trimethylamine, and ethanol
vapors. Moreover, the highly oxidizing amine vapor environment had a
detrimental effect on the stability of the UnPSi microcavities, and large
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Figure 5.12: Reflectance spectra for two PSi optical microcavities before
(solid line) and after (dotted line) UnPSi (upper traces) and UnTHC (lower
traces) treatments.
baseline drift was observed in the reflectance spectra. Additionally, XPS
measurements revealed that the UnPSi samples were heavily oxidized. On
the other hand, TC, THC, and UnTHC surface modifications resulted in
greater stability and only minor changes in the reflectance and XPS spectra
could be observed after the sensing experiments. The reflectance spectra
for THC and UnTHC microcavities did not show discernible baseline drift,
whereas the TC microcavity spectra displayed a small irreversible redshift,
which was attributed to surface oxidation. This conclusion was supported
by a growth in the oxide related peaks in XPS core level spectra measured
for TCPSi.
The TC modified cavities had the largest sensitivity towards all the
studied vapors. However, the growth of an oxide layer on the inner surface
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of the TCPSi samples during sensing experiments had an effect on the
measured redshift value. A plausible explanation for this observation is that
capillary condensation is more easily promoted as the pores become slightly
narrower due to the oxide layer formation inside the pores. The UnTHC
modified cavities showed larger sensitivity towards amines in comparison to
the THC modified microcavities. Conversely, UnTHC response to ethanol
vapor was the smallest. Average redshifts measured under methylamine
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Figure 5.13: Average redshifts measured for THC, UnTHC, and TC treated
PSi optical microcavities when exposed to methylamine. Methylamine con-
centration is indicated as volumetric fraction.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In the present study, thermal carbonization was established as a feasible
method for stabilizing PSi optical filters. In addition, the gas sensing prop-
erties of carbonized PSi-based filters were found favorable for reliable long-
term sensing applications. We also observed an interesting behaviour re-
lated to the effects of gas adsorption, namely changes in the FWHM value
of the stopband. It was shown that this phenomenon may be used to dis-
tinguish one adsorbate from another. Another method for increasing the
selectivity of carbonized PSi-sensors was using capacitive sensing simultane-
ously while monitoring changes in the optical properties. Multiparametric
sensing did not have discernible effects on the optical gas sensing proper-
ties, but the capacitive sensitivity was clearly reduced. Nevertheless, this
method allowed for simple detection with greatly increased abilities for dif-
ferentiating among several gases.
No attempt was made at optimizing the structure of the multipara-
metric sensor for improving the capacitive sensing properties. Also, the
response of the sensor for gas mixtures was not tested. Therefore, the
differentiation capabilities of the sensor under atmospheres that would be
more realistic for many practical applications remain uncharted. These are
important questions that should be pursued in further studies.
The use of multistopband rugate filters in gas sensing was also studied.
Both stacked and superimposed structures were investigated and small dif-
ferences in respective gas sorption kinetics were found. Moreover, quintic
refractive index matching layers were found effective in suppressing side-
lobes without having an adverse effect on the sensing properties. For future
studies, the use of different carbonization treatments, namely TC and THC,
in multipeak rugate filters offers new possibilities and we have already been
able to produce some promising results [314].
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Both TC and THC treatment were observed to preserve the optical
properties of PSi-based filters under highly oxidizing atmospheric condi-
tions with high amine concentration. More importantly, similar stability
was observed when the THC surface was functionalized with undecylenic
acid. The difference in stability compared to a sample with conventional
undecylenic acid functionalization was significant. Stable PSi-based opti-
cal filters with a functional surface are important for label-free biosensing
applications. The results presented in this thesis suggest that more re-
search regarding the use of the UnTHC surface in this context should be
conducted.
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